Kalinka Optics Warehouse
4705 Southport Supply Road, Suite 208
Southport, NC 28461
910-202-4019
info@kalinkaoptics.com
Kalinka Optics Warehouse is the largest online distributor of Russian optics in the world. We sell
worldwide and own warehouses in Saint Petersburg, Russia and Southport, NC. Take advantage of the
over 50 million owners of Russian designed firearms by carrying our scopes, mounts and other
accessories.

You will find that once quality Kalinka Optics products are in the hands of prospective buyers, they sell
themselves. The amazing combination of quality and price that Russian optics provides ensures that
KOW optics will be one of your most profitable lines.

Kalinka wholesales optics from virtually every former Soviet factory. In cooperation with famous Russian
and Belorussian manufacturers, we can release you from the most annoying part of work - ordering,
customs clearance and warehousing.
As a small firm, we value our commercial relationships and we have the time and ability to give
individual attention to each relationship.
Kind Regards,
The Kalinka Optics Team

Working Together to Serve the Shooting Community
Pricing

• MAP pricing for all products is the retail price as listed on our website.
Purchasing

• Purchases can be made directly on our website, Please note that due to the nature of the business,
especially when dealing with Russian factories, stock levels vary widely. We will form your order on an
in-stock and near stock basis.

• When ordering you can make payment via check or money order. Online payment using a credit card
incurs a 3.5% surcharge.

• It is advised for large orders to give us a ‘heads up’ ahead of time on what your expected needs will be
so we can ramp up to meet your order when it is placed.
• We do not extend credit terms.
Shipping

• We will ship your order immediately upon payment. Any backorder items will be sent immediately as
they arrive. You can return any item within thirty days for refund or replacement.
• We ship USPS Priority Mail with Delivery Confirmation we will also ship UPS or FEDEX using your
existing account.

• We can clear for export any item we sell, while there are paperwork delays on some military items, we
can ship anything in the price list to virtually any country in the world.

• International orders are charged actual shipping cost for USPS priority and online tracking. We can ship
to some countries direct from our Russian warehouse, at your choice, free, 2-3 week airmail.
International orders are held for any out of stock items and shipped when the order is complete.
Customs charges for the recipient country vary widely and are the full responsibility of the customer.
* Minimum initial order is $1000 after your initial order there is no minimum required.
Exclusive Territories

• It is not our policy to provide exclusive territories; we can review requests on an individual basis.
Customer Service

• We are here for you. Please take advantage of our knowledge and our experience. If you need
something odd or rare, we may be able to assist. We want to grow along with our customers and we’ll
do whatever we can to help.

